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All of us at the News particularly want to extend our greetings
and a very warm
welcome to
. Wick Smith, Jr., who was born
at the Fulton Hospital this week.
That little boy will never know
what anguish his father went
through. Wick, Sr., watched the
birth announcements in the paper every day to see how many
boys were being born. They were
coming with marked regularity
and Papa Wick thought sure the
supply would run out.
Hilt it
didn't, and we're mighty glad for
a little boy was never born to a
couple of nicer folks, Wick and
Jane Smith.

Volume Twenty
Legion Takes Option
on Fulton Hotel
for Clubhouse
Garland Merryman, commander of the American Legion announced today that the post had
taken a. 30-day optiefte to buy on
the Fulton Hotel at the corner of
Fourth Street and Lake Street
Extension to
serve as a clubhouse.
The proposal will be presented
to the entire post at a meeting to
be held on March 15.
No further action has been
taken on the elaborate clubhouse
previously planned to be built
at the insection of Carr Street
and Valley.
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— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn
Territory
Fulton, Fulton County Kentucky, Friday, March 2, 1951

See Here! Do Ladies
Dress for Gossiping?

1,P

-to

Number Nine

Dabbs Fund Coming
In Slowly; Need
Is Urgent
Contributions to the fund to
assist the wife of Albert Dabbr,
who Was left dest:tute when hel
husband passed away early
in
February have
reached $32.25.
The sum isn't much to help the
unfortunate lady whose very existence
depends on the small
amount she
receives from the
State and on the generosity of her
friends.
In listing the donors the News
erroneously said that the Baptist Sunday School class had contributed $1.00. This should have
been the T. E. L. Class of the
Baptist Church and the News
cheerfully makes the correction.
Contributions to date are
as
follows:
Prey. Reported
.... $30.25
Joe Weeks
2.00

Thanks Dean Stahr
For Pat on the Back

What -does a lady wear when I the Fall of
the year, but someshe gossips? What does she throwl thing new
(Ed's Note: The News is
The letter Mows:
has been added this
on when she goes out to bid a year by
pleased to print herewith the University of Kentucky
presenting the fashions
grand slam? What does she wear of early
copy of a letter sent to us, ad- College of Law
Spring and Summer.
when the Rotarians or the Lions
dressed to the President of the Office of the Dean
Script for the fashion show is
Fulton County Bar Association,
"throw a party?"
being prepared by Mrs. 'Paul
February 26, 195/
Is she suitable when "the man Westpheling
by Elvis Stahr, Jr. Dean of the
and will depict what
in her life" invites her out to is worn
Law School, the University of James Warren, Esq.,
on the Fulton merry-goPresident,
Same goes to the twin "double
dinner, and are the kids looking round. Mrs.
Kentucky. More than any com- Fulton Bar Association,
Hendon Wright will
trouble" boys born to Kathy and
spic and pan
pliment i we have ever received, Fulton, Kentucky.
when the sitter be mistress of
ceremonies, John
John Lloyd Jones. Besides the
we appreciate the kind words
takes over? •
Austin will prepare the decoraproud parents, there's a rip-roarAll these and many more things tions and
said about our ne wspaper, by Dear Jimmy:
Paul
Westepheling will
ing son in that family to take
will be explained when the Jun- furnish
one of America's most outstandJeninngs Kearby sent me the
the music.
care of the double dose of happining educators and lawyers and February 16 issue
ior Woman's Club presents its :Mrs.
of,The News
0. C.
ess that arrived recently.
above all, our own Fulton containing your
annual Fashion Show at the Wo- ant'general Walker is the efficivery fine letter
chairman of the show
man's Club next Thursday night, and other
Countian. Elvis is the son of to the editor in reply
to the recommittees are as folSomething's
Judge and Mrs. Elvis Stahr of markable editorial
March 8 at 7:45 ja. m.
happening
to
lows:
which The
Eight Fulton
Hickman.)
Margie Puckett and Margie Holdready-to-wear Ticket committee: Mrs.
News published a few weeks ago
Tolbert
er efficient
bookkeepers at the
W. L. Holland, superintendent merchants have a "cat and the Dallas, chairman,
as a reprint from a labor publiMrs. Carl
Fulton Bank. Besides adding de- of the Fulton City Schools an- canary" look on their faces these Puckett,
cation.
Jr., Mrs. Morgan Omar
lightful confusion to the many nounced that the lolal schools will days as they busily prepare to and Mrs.
Total
$32.25
David Phelps.
Jerry Jones had shown me that
patrons of the bank because of participate in the
startle
local
shoppers with stunnevents
on
Won't you please help!
On the committe for chairs are
first editorial and I was really
their names, the other day they March 30 and-31 which have been ing Spring and Summer fashions. Mrs. Garland
Merryman, chairastonished by it, since it was so
In the past several years the man, Mrs. Randall
went aU out. It was an optical il- set as the days for the annual
Burcham, and MOMS AND DADS TO PLAY!
A "sneak.prevue" of one of the obviously based on ignorance and
lusion, really, and they were so music festival to be held at Mur- fashion show has been held in Mrs. Ralph
Winstead.
"Chestnut Glade moms and most delightful and true-to-life prejudice rather than knowledge
busy they didn't notice; until it ray State College. Marvin
0.
The other
committees
are: dads basketball teams will play movies ever made in Hollywood of the facts and concern for the
was called to their attention that Wrather, director of extension at
Committee
for direction behind Welch moms and dads teams Fri- was shown to a group of
they both had on brown skirts, the college, is chairman of the
Fulton- public interest. Your own letter
the curtain—Mrs. Felix Gossum, day night, March 2nd., at
8 Sans last Friday by
green plaid blouses and red shoes. festival.
Howard constitutes a very fine essay on a
Jr.,
and
Mrs.
Fred Homra; Flow- o'clock at Chestnut Glade school. Strange, manager of the Orpheum matter about which the public is
They looked startled. Of course,
er Committee—Miss Mary Zou 's-erybody is
High schools from the first rebut ill informed but which is
invited to see a Threatre.
neither had the faintest notion of
Allen
and
Miss Winnie Bolin; good game, sponsored by the P.nevertheless of fundamental imwhat the other was going to wear gion of west Kentucky will par. The movie, "Id
Climb
the
Publicity,
Mrs.
Dr.
Vyron
John Lloyd Jones Jr FulMitchell.
ticipate. Groups and students will
T. A.
that day.
Highest Mountain" is the story of portance to the public in a demoton
County
Chairman for the
enter on a non-competitive basis
where the legal
a Methodist circuit-rider, whose cratic society
and will be rated fair, good, ex- American Red Cross announced
life among the mountain-folk of profession exists for the protecA speedy recovery to W. C. cellent or superior according to today that the annual drive will
Georgia
depicted the real joys tion of the rights of the people.I
Shepherd who is confined to the performance. Those
Tuesday,
who receive be held this year on
and sorrows encountered by the want to commend you upon it and
I. C. Hospital in Chicago with a rating of superior will be qual- March 13. General solicitations
also to commend.The News for
clergy in every day living.
pneumonia.
ified to enter the state festival will begin on that day with crews
publishing it in full. They renderThis
reviewer
cannot
commend
working
the
down-town, residentto be held later in the spring.
ed a distinct public service in dotoo
highly
this
motion
Mrs. Events in
picture
as
And a pleasant visit to
ial
and
outlying
areas.
ing so. That paper has certainly
which Whe
"Peace Through Strength" will
high
Urges Strength
a "must" for every member of developed in a
Abie Golden who is visiting her school students will enter include
be the goal toward which the wofirst-class -way in
Dr. Jones advised- that the goal
the
family.
Smiles
and
tears
mix
brother Guy fluky and family. bands, orchestras, chorus instrurecent years.
men of the American Legion
intermittently to make it worth
Also to Mrs. Albert Stanton and mental solos, instrumental small this year has been set at about Auxiliary throughout the nation
Sincerely yours,
tar more the admission price.
two lovely daughters, Louise and ensembles, vocal solos and vocal $1300, an increase over last year's will strive
• Elvis J. Stahr,Jr.
during
1951, Mrs.
amount since demands for war
Watch
the
date
when
it
comes
to
are visitirig_her par- small iolsemlam
Emil sjel_lo
sy
Copy
to:
Reheat Snow, Legislative-Setime needs are being made.
the Orphetun Theatre.
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Baird.
Jennings Kearby, Ksq,
curity Chairman Marshall AleNMrs.
Paul Westpheling.
"The wonderful work done by onder Unit No. 72 has announced.
congratulations to tlee
Many
support of the
the Red Cross needs no explana- "Working in
students who received awards
ticn," Dr. Jones said. "For years American Legion's National stLions' Ladies Night
from the Soil Conservation group
Auxiliary
the organieation has stcod as a eurity program, the
Is
Set For March 27
at Cayce school last Wednesday
symbol of protection .for persons, will seek to bring to all Amerimorning. The awards were made
A vetetan of 1,Vorld War
underII communities and Nations in dis- can women a thorough
The
eagerly anticipated Ladies
The Fulton County P. M. A.
by Se:don Reed of Reed Brothers may now obtain a loan directly treess. Fulton will have its there standingof the need for the measCommittee has set ,aside a part of Night of the Lions' Club has been
Feed and Seed Company to:
ures
which thes..7segion is advocafrem the Veterans Administra- of distressing events and it is for
the 1951 ACP funds to beiused aisnounced for March 27, Vyron
Roland Adams of the s'..Iayce 1 tion with which to acquire
a that reason that generous dona- ting". Mrs. Sciiitliesid.
in assisting fa-mere 'anirencour- hatch-elk kowSident. of the anti
School, first priee; Miss Frederica home, provided:
tions are asked," he added.
These are: 1. immediate enactaging them to have their
sod announced. The date is tenative.
Gibson of Fulton
High School,
ment by Congress of a universal
A dinner meeting of the oranalyzed in an effort to obtain a
1. The loan does not
exceed
second place
winner; Martha
military training law as the manbetter use of lime and fertilizers. ganization was held last Monday
Anne Callison of Fulton, third: S10,000.00; is made before June
ponser,„framework of a-, modern
W. H. Harrison, -Chairman, night at the Derby Cafe.
and Shirley Rashid of Fulton, 30; 1951; and is used for the purAmerican defense establishment
states that this service is availchase or construction of a home,
fourth prize.
plus
mobilization of the armed
able at a very small cost to the
or for the construction or imMississippi Plantation Life:
forces to full war footing.
Other winners who received provement
farmer and that he would like to
of a farmhouse, and,
• awards were: Bobby Lou Parker.
Dukedom Route Two
The Writings Of
2. Development of a civil desee them take advantage of it.
Western School; Leroy BondurJoyce Taylor
2. The home or farmhouse is
fense system
adequate to give
The program works in the followMattie Dear
ant. Cayce Sehool; and Bobby located in one of the counties demaximum
protection from the
ing manner:
The weather is
considerably possibility of
Marion Daws of Fulton.
signated as an area in which diMrs. Snow
atomic
attacks
upon
warmer and we are hoping spring our
The Lord has bless me with
, Application for this test is
rect loans may be made, and,
centers of population
and pursuing a ruthless
is just around the corner.
plan
for available at the PMA office at good health and I 21171 doing fmeproduction.
THIS WEEK'S NEWS WHIRL
world conquest our only hope for Hickman. A deposit of eight
The sick are all better except
3. The veteran is unable to obCents thanks the Lord.I am yet going to
IN BRIEF: Memphis: Fight "Fix3. Strict enforcemeht of the peace is to be so strong that Rustain from a bank or other private Mr. McNatt. He is back in the
per acre of cropland is made at service. I went to Locus Grove
ed"; New York: Basketball "Fixnew
Communist
control
law to sia will not hazard
lender a loan for such purposes at hospital and doesn't seem to get
open war," the time application is filed, MBC Sunday pastored by the
ed"; Tokyo: North Korean Com- 4 percent
strengthen the internal security Mrs. Snow said. "Only a strong
much better.
interest, and,
which is the total cost to the far- Rev. G. FL Helens. His text was
munists Fixed; Fulton: dirty
of
the
Nation
against
the
danger
Mr. and Mrs. Verdel Glisson
America can give force to the mer. After this a trained
Soil 9th chapter of Mark; 7th verse:
streets fixed; Washington; nothof Fifth Column activities.
4. 'The veteran has not previr and girls visited
United Nations and make it an Sampler will come to the farm subject: "Follow the Christ of
Mr. and Mrs.
ing fixed.
ously obtained a VA guaranteed Neal Bushart and
4. Curtailment or elimination of effective
instrument for world and obtain samples and draw a Glory."
family Thursor insured loan; is a satisfactory day night.
every possible public and private peace. The cost of total prepared- map of the farm. These
samples
He sure preached a true serOur humble congratulations to credit risk; makes a cash down
Mr. and Mrs. Rely Emerson had non-essential expediture.
ness will be high but nothing to Will be turned over to the Fulton
mon and I sure enjoys myself in
the Illinois Central Railroad on payment on the purchase price as guests Sunday Mr. and Mrs. "With Soviet Russia apparently compare with cost of total war." County Farm
Bureau
Laboratory
service and loves to go and you
this, the first week of their second in the amount required by recent Harold Carr and Randy, Mr. and
for testing; results and
recom- know if it has been ever
century of operation. We hated credit restirictions; and is eligi- Mrs. Norman Crittendon
a time
mendations will be returned to
and
Sufor prayer its now. So much
mighty bad to have to decline the ble in all other respects for such san.
the farmer by mail.
meanness going on and so many
invitation we had to the centen- a loan.
Mrs. Eunice Walker, who spent
Mr. Harrison
nial dinner in Chicago's Palmer
urged that any deaths all sorts of ways and out
Fulton County is a designated the winter in Florida, visited her
farmer desiring this service of all of that some people are
House last weekend, but we wer
dad, N. B. Casey, Mrs. Casey and
should let it be known at the time counting God's ways not right.
gratefyal for the honor tender_ • ea in which the Veterans Ad- Exie one day last week.
ministfation
may
make
direct
Members of the Fulton Rotary President Ward's inability to at- the 1951 Farm Plan is signed.
anyhow.
He
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Rowland Club entertained their Rotary tend.
But his word don't fail
home loans, but the law under
bestated that the County Office perwhicliThese loans may be made were guests of Mr. and Mrs. 0. Anns at the annual Ladies Night
Present at the banquet were sonnel would be glad to explain lieve it or not, Pay day is coming
We finally tinisnea meir cdPee
These
times
expires June 30, 1951, and any L. Henley Sunday.
puts
me
in
the mind
banquet held at Smith's
Rose the follewing:
'the program to anyone wishing
tennial book, "Main Line of miC
_Mr. and Mrs. T. E, Stewart Room
of Noah time when he was buildon Tuesday. Celebrating
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hornbeak; more of the details.
America", and it was fascinating veteran who is interested in ap- were Saturday afternoon
ing the ark and he kept telling
guests the twenty-seventh anniversary Mr. and Mrs. Arch Huddleston;
plying for such a loan should do
reading. We especially liked the
of Mr. and Mrs. J. J. McNatt.
the people that it was going to
immediate future.
of ,the fcunding of the local club Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Janes; Mr.
chapter on Casey Jones, which so in the
Methodist Conference To rain and as it being so dry
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visit- about 75
whea
members and
their
and
Mrs.
Kramer,
T.
J.
Jr.;
Mr.
story we never had straight beAny eligible veteran who Is ed in Wingo Sunday as the guests
he was building the ark.
•
guests were present to hear and Mrs. Ira Littie and Mrs. Ruth Be Held in Paris, Tenn.
fore, and now, once and for all, is interested in obtaining such
a of Mrs. Caroline and Miss Alice
Wilson, of
George
Newbern, Brady; Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Newset down in its entire length by loan directly from the VA should Rogers. Mrs. Eliza Coleman
He kept telling the people that
The
Memphis
Annual
Conferwas
Tenn., whose after-dinner speech- som; Mr. and Mrs. Carl Puckett,
the outfit he worked for.
it going to rain they laugh and
write to the Loan Guaranty Di- also a guest.
es are enthusiastically enjoyed by Jr.; Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sawyer; ence of The Methodist Church made fun of
Back last December before the vision of the Veterans Adminihim but sure enough
Norma Jean Wilson spent the local
will
be
held
June
8-10
at
First
Rotarians and any other Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Thacker; The
Christmas rush we reported on stration, Regional Office, 1405 weekend with
it sure did rain and as the water
Methodist
Shirley Glisson.
Church,
Paris,
Tenn.,
gathering
privileged to hear him. Rev. and
Mrs. C. H. Warren;
part of the took, with the note West Broadway, Louisville, Kenbegan to rise they began to ask
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hainline and
In the
absence of Dr. Ward Parks Weaks; Mrs. Paul West- inetead of Broadway Methodist Noah open the door.
that the report would be conclud- tucky for full particulars.
He told them
Mrs. Marguerite
Church,
Paducah,
as
was
Stephens
originand
pheling
Bushart,
president of the club,
and Mr. and Mrs. Louis
ed in the next issue.. Then came
it was too late. So the people are
Gary were visitors in the home of who
has been ill, and vice-presi- Weeks; Mr. and Mrs. Bob White: ally planned, it was announced getting plenty warning
the Christmas rush, the Browder
Mr. and Mrs. Tremon Rickman dent Paul Westpheling
now but
who was Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beadles and here today by Bishop William T. they are going on their
fire, the big freeze, the big snow
way.
Sunday.
out of town, J. R. (Happy) Ho- Mrs. Myrtle Doyle; Mr. and Mrs. Watkins, residing bishop of the
. . . . and then the big let-down
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Glisson and gan presided. In well chosen
I don't know whets to matter
re- Clyde Williams, Sr.; Mr. and Mrs. Louisville Area of the denominaIn energy. Now that the Jonquils
family and Norma Jean Wilson marks Mr. Hogan welcomed
tion.
with the people. But pay day is
the Clyde Williams, Jr.; and Mr. and
are poking their shoots above the
visited Mr. and Mrs. Neal Bush- members and guests and intrd- Mrs. A. G. Baldridge;
Bishop Watkins said the change sure to conic.
Mr. and
Now a few words
back-yard slush, the Redbirds are
because of crowded about stewardship means
directors of the art, Gale, Becky and
Three new
Tommy duced John Earle, program chair- Mrs. Gene Williamson; Mr. and was made
flitting around looking for nestsharring
Saturday night awhile.
conditions
existing
in
Commerce
Paducah
Chamber
will
be
of
Mrs.
Orian
man
with
the
Winstead
tonevening,
who
others.
and
in turn
Mr. and
It is to both a priviing areas, and the breezes are on
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. introduced the speaker.
hotels due to the influx of work- lege and a
election
annual
the
selected
at
Mis.
Robert
Batts;
duty which we must
the balmy side, we feel that beers for the atomic project near not fail to
Smith's Earl Wray and Donald were: Mr.
Mr. Wilson, who was also prinfulfill.
lated report surging to the sur- meeting to be held at
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Ander- there.
and Mrs. T. C. House, Mrs. Ruth cipal'speaker at the twenty-fifth
H.
C.
March
Room,
12,
Rose
on
face shortly.
son; Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Baird
If you are climbing high
in
The Memphis Conference inWarren secretary of that organi- Weems, Mr. and
Mrs. Roscoe anniversary celebration, kept his and Mrs. Albert Stanton, of Fort
cludes the section of Tennessee life and people envy you with
zation announced today. Direct- Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Boaz audience amused with his clever Worth, Texas; Mrs. Gus
Bard; west of the Tennessee River and strife. If you know you are right
Home Managing Expert ors will be selected to will the House, Mr. And Mrs. Dewey Aik- anecdotes as well as the true
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Browder; Mr. much
dumb on. If you are doing good
of western Kentucky.
positions to be vacated by retir- in, Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Finley and stories he told on himself in con- and Mrs. Leon Browder;
To Visit Homemakers
Mr. and
work for your home or-for your
ing directors J. Ward Johnson, C. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Williams.
nection with his work as execu- Mrs. Randall Burcham; Dr. Glenn
church people will always say
Hagman,
Miss Ida C.
home A. Stephens and J. G. EarlerThe
Joyce Taylor visited
Arthur tive secretary of the Dyersburg Bushert; Mrs. Ward Baushart and DAIRY SHOWS ANNOUNCED the worst. Don't put your gear
in
management specialist from the directors whose terms are expir- Lene Hicks Sunday.
Chamber of Commerce. He in- Mr. and Mrs. Maxwell McDade; Seven district 4-H and Future reverse climb on.
University of Kentucky will con- ing will not be eligible for reMrs. .T. J. McNatt visited her jected a serious note into his talk Mr.
and Mrs. L. A. Clifton; Mr. Farmer dairy cattle shows have
If your work in considered good
duct a home management course election.
son. J. B. Foy. and Mrs. Foy of when he urgedithe citizens
of and Mrs. Joe Day s; Mr. and Mrs.. been approved by Harry F. Wal- you are always
misunderstood.
Palestine
Community
at the
Directors w.11 be selected from Obion Sunday night and Monday. Fulton to "count their
civic
John Earle and Mrs. Guy Irby; ters, Kentucky commissioner of People are
going to treat you
•
House on
March 7, from
ten approximately 90 names to be
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs. blessings" and build a community
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Fall, Sr.; agricelture. They will be held as wrong. Just give them bread ino'clock until 3, Mrs. Bertha Mcc- submitted to the membership.
Neal Bushart and children were with the tools at hand. He cited Mr. and Mrs.
Tom
Franklin; follows: Mayfield, Aug. 13; tend of stone. Climb on. If you
Leod, county home demonstraPaul G. Boyd is president of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Webb and the many favorable characterist- ClYde Hill and
Happy Hogan, Bowling Green, Aug. 14, Camp- are climb to the top. People will
tion agent announced today.
the Chamber of Commerce, E. E. Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Webb.
ics of Fulton and its opportunity and Mr. and Mrs. George Wilson, bellsville; Aug. 15; Shelbyville, try to make you stop. Don't worry
All county homemakers are (Gene) Williamson is. vice-presiMrs. Bertha Rickman was the to grow if the facilities at hand of Dyersburg.
Aug. 18; Flemingsburg, Aug. about that knocks take them far
urged to attend, bring a lunch dent and J. Ward Johnson is sec- guest of Mrs. Bettie Holland of were used.
18; Williamstown, Aug. 20, and a mimeos block. Climb on. Givand cup for tea.
Mayfield Monday.
retary.
Mrs. Ward Bushart expressed —GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY— Somerset, Aug. 21.
ing is living so pray Dor peace.

LOCAL SCHOOLS TO
BE IN MUSIC EVENT

ORPHEUM MOVIE IS
"MUST" ENJOYMENT

MARCH 13 SET FOR
RED (ROSS DRIVE

Women To Strive For Peace
Through Strength,Mrs.Snow Says

WORM WAR VETS
CET DIRECT LOANS

PMA COMMITTEE TO
ASSIST WITH SOIL

1

--THIS WEEK-WE FEATURE

ROTARIANS AND GUESTS CELEBRATE
17TH ANNIVERSARY WITH BANQUET

C OF (TO NAME
NEW DIRECTORS

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Office Box 485

l'ulton, Kentucky

R.PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTP/iFpLING„
Editors and Publishers.
A nsember of the Annisocky Fawns Association.
A member of the Waite County Farm Bureau.
Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Wisairley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
throughout the United States, $2.50 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the posit office al Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March, 1879. •

say without reservation that he has his eye
on the Republican nomination for president
in some distant day, and we think, that's the
truth.
The Senator, whose nose is quite clean
where tax evasion and other little matters are
concerned, has one heck of a note to chastise
Pearson the way he has. His motives are ulterior and calculating and if ever a person should
be "planted" for using the press to feather his
nest, its that peanut of a little boy, Joe McCarthy.
It's a case of the kettle calling the skillqt.,
black.

L

?.ICTLY

BUSINESS

by McFeaftert

PGAimbed Every Friday Of The Year.
There IS... nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Ancroymous.
FRIDAY. MARCH 9, 1951

Weiherby's Program
Is Sound, Urgent
No doubt the critics of Governor Lawrence Wetherby will dust off the invectives
and put them to use in screaming "politics" at
his called session of the General Assembly to
appropriate more funds:for schools, old age
assistance, and mental_ hospitals. As one eartorial writer recently said, "if its po:itics, its
- good politics" and what is more we heartidly
concur with Wet herby's brand of politics.
There are those who will say that former
Governor Earle Clements vehemenly stated
that the State was in no position to give more
assistance and then here
funds for public
comes his first lieutenant, now to the driver's
seat, who say it.canWe will not get into that controversy, but
we will print here a release, which reached
us from Frankfort that tells the Governor's
story. His program is sound, popular and urState needs
gent needed and one that the
more than a lot of conversation.
It follows:
"An intensified program of medical treatment for Kentucky's mental patients will be
undertaken with funds expected to be appropriated by the coming special session of the
General Assembly for public welfare purposes, Gov. Lawrence W. Wetherby said today.
"We shall seek to furnish the best treatment that scientific research can afford on
behalf of the approximately 8,000 patients at
these institutions," Governor Wetherby said.
"Our plans call for increased attention to be
focussed on this phase of the welfare problem."
Governor
which
"The special session
Wetherby has called to meet next week also
has been asked to make available $6,000,000
for additional public school aid; $2,000,000 for
the public assistance program; $250,000 to finance the placing of governmental employees
under the Federal Sncisl Security program
and $1,000,000 for public welfare purposes.
'The new Director of Mental Hospitals
and Hygiene—expected to be named shortly
upon recommendation of medical authorities—
will be called upon to devote considerableattention to an intensified program looking toward the restoration of more patients to useful Positions in society.
to-The new building program, whirl
gether with new and rehabilitated buildings,
is resulting in decent housing facilities, for
those who formerly had to be kept in crowded
fire traps. Significant strides have been made
in this field.
"That is not all. A welfare ..institution
should be something more than a custodial institution. Its prime aim should be the restoration to normal, useful lives those who have
become mentally deranged.
He pointed out that many advances already have been made in this field in Kentucky, Medical staffs have been/ enlarged
Modern surgical equipment has been provided, a cancer unit has been installed at one of
the hospitals. -but the goal, he emphasized, is
to cure a greater number of patients.

Joe McCarthy-Publicity Hound
During the last war, when
Eleanor
Roosevelt was hippty-hopping from one country to another, ostensibly to boost morale
among the American solders, she visited on
several •remote islands in the South Pacific.
were made
Her travels, which
under the
strictest military secrecy, were the butt of
many caustic jokes among the fighting men
On one visit to a far-off Pacific island she
officiated at a tree-plantng ceremony, which
led a bright soldier to write a satire on the
immortal poem "Trees", which he ended by
saying "why not plant Eleanor and leave the
tree alone."
Often we'd like to put that last phrase in
operation in connection with many Congressmen and Senators, who constantly blast the
efforts of many well-meaning newspapermen,
for, we are sure, no other reason than to get
their names in the paper and their remarks
in the Congressional Record.
Prominent among these publicity hounds
-is Senator Joe McCarthy. who has used the
dignity of his office and the immunity it affords to attack'Drew Pearson, radio commentator and columnist, in a manner that is, to
say the least, unbecoming to the dignity of
hir offce.
Mind you, we make in) defense of Drew
Pearson. Ills contributions to the
Fourth
Estate have been lauded and condemned with
equal enthusiasm, but this Joe McCarthy is
another matter all together. It „just so happens, that we know Mr. McCarthy personally,
and better than that we know the peop'e who
v.aund him even mqre intimately. They

They're Mighty
Young at 18--The question of whether or not 18-yearolds should be drafted for military service is
being debated hourly from coast to coast.
An 18-year-old is just a boy to his mother.
But he thinks of himself as something of a
Clan, and generally he is working hard at the
job of growing a few whiskers.
1_:)2y:s eighteenth birthday
In Kcntt:-Ay, a .
is a great mi....stone.
not old
before, he was
Just the day
enough to drive an automobile.
He was not old enough to work in a printing office, or any other industrial plant.
If he skipped school, he was a fugitive
from the truant officer.
But on the eighteenth birthday, he can
get out the car and drive down to a job in
• the plant with no fear of being a truant. He is
old enough, many believe, to learn the art ,of
warfare and to lay down his life for his country.
Yet his -is not old enough to vote, perhaps
not to grow a mustache.
Eighteen appears to be a magic, but un—Exchange.
certain in age.

-_

Sermonette of the Week
Wake up anti .Eive!
!
According to a recent newspaper report
quoting a responsible government alithority,
at least eight million people in this country
suffer from some form of mental sickness and
will
another ten million now living
spend some part of their lives under mental
care. The report goes on to say that these
tragedies are symptoms of human, personal
cries in the lives of millions of "little frustrated people whose daily parts are concentric
circles."
Sometimes these tensions appear near the
surface, reflected in quiet desperation, in accumulated failures, frustration and worry.
But in numerous other instances, they
break out violently, like flames from a smoldering pile of rubbish. To verify this you have
only to pick up the daily newspaper and read.
the headlines of those extreme cases which
are becoming more and more prevalent: "Torture Suspect Confesses," "Mother Stabs Infant to Death," "Despondent Couple Leap
from Bridge."
In all these cases the background is the.
same. These are the unhappy mortals who are •
sick of their jobs, sick of their families and
friends, sick of their irreligion, sick of their
very lives. And all the while they know that
they have been made for higher things.
Yet the happy hope in all this dark picture is that millions of Americans who are on
the brink of mental and emotional disaster
can be guided toward self-salvation simply by
convincing them to "wake up_and live"—to
use to the utmost the fullneseof their lives,
which God intended to be their due. To get
out of themselves and their real or imagined
troubles by loving God and he:ping others to
help themselves.
It is of the essence of true love of others
that it seeks to diffuse itself, that it knows no
boundaries, that it stirs you to share it and
spread it over the world. It is this all-inclusive
love that sustains and furnishes the driving
power for one who wishes to be a life-time
Christian.
Tree love of others is the encouraging reminder to the Christ-bearer that he or she is
working on the side of the fundamental goodness which the Creator of all his imbedded
deep in the heart and soul of each and eveTy
human being. No matter to what lengths people go to root out of their
fellowmen that
sense of decency which distinguishes man
from the brute animal, they never completely
always
remain,
succeed. Some remnants
awaiting development.
There is always hope, even in the worst
of men.
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"Champagne — vintage about two bucks!".

Front The Files:
TAiitottoi9 Bach
March 5, 1926:
Some 485 cars of strawberries
were shipped from this area last
year from the I. C.'s Tennessee
division; the crop this year is expected to reach 600-700 cars.
R. E. Pickering was elected Exalted Ruler of the 'Elks Lodge
here, with the following other officers: H. H. Murphy; R. M.
Ward; Hugh Pigue, P. M. Newhouse, D. W. Smith, W. R. Butt
and Ed Wade. The E'ks were
Chartered in Fulton in 1909 w:th
a membership of 42.
Jerry Moss Chapter of Royal
Arch Masons dined Tuesday after
noon on a splendid menti including Mr. M. I. 'Anderson's famous
Kentucky Burgoo stew, and M. I.
Boulton's, celebrated
butterfly
salad.
The "Eyes of Love", a play presented by the Seniors of Beeler"'
ton High School, includes
the
following cast: Fay Hicks, Lillian
Foy, Loudean Kirby, Wayne Pillow, Katherine Mobley, Loudean
Bryan, Bailey Singleton, Homer
Weatherspoon, Eugene Fite and
Reid Gardiner.

Democrats will nominate their
to
candidates for State offices
be elected in November . . . notwithstanding the protests of SenBarkley and other
ator Alben
Democratic leaders, who advocate
a continuation of the primary
election system, which dates back
the past 30 years in the State.
John B. Evans, Clinton, has announced his candidacy for State
Senator of the first district.
The Fulton Poultry association
announces that it has disbanded,
state John T. Watkins, Secretary.
this week.
Dr. M. W. HaTa Youngstown.
Ohio surgeon, has arrived in Fulton to accept the post of surgeonurologist at the Curlin-Neill ho.pital here. He is a native of east
Kentucky and a graduate of the
University of Louisville.
A large amount of fine Canadian liquor is now in storage at the
City Hall following the wreck of
Wednesday
a rum-running car
naorning at State Line and Carr
Streets. The driver escaped.

Lady hoopsters from Beelerton
High School are optimistic over
their chances in the coming first
district basketball tournament
here next week. The team is captained by I= Fite, who still has
eye for the "iron
One was killed and two injured an accurate
is
Tuesday near
Jackson's chapel ring"; co-worker at forward
when a trestle on the new I. C. Agnes (Amos) Pharis. with
cutoff caved in, derailing a dirt Evelyn Byrn, (watch her go) still
train on which the men - were "burning 'em .up" at center; Zelna Hodge and Mary Cook are the
working.
New retwo old-time guards.
Newman Todd of the Chestnut cruits this season include Opal
Glade community started for Cook, who caught it from her sisFlorida last week
with
three ter, Mary; Truda Mae Singleton,
other boys in an old car. When the little girl with the blue eyes,
the car "gave out" near Memphis, Margaret Shelton, the girl with
Todd attempted to return home the winning smile, and Frances
by catching a freight train, fell Best, who is always -innocent.
under the train, lost a foot and Hazel Bostick will either go in a
passed away shortly
thereafter forward or center.
in the Fulton Hospital. He was
16.
Jesse Speed, 15, who was addicted to sleep-walking arose
The Magazine Club met at the Monday night 'from bed thought
attractive home of Mrs. J. V. the smokehouse
was on fire.
Freeman on Walnut Street last walked through a closed window
Saturday afternoon.
in his home and died the next
morning of severe cuts suffered
February 27. 1931:
_
on his body. He lived on the Gus
In convention assembled
at Bard farm three miles north of
Lexington
May 12, Kentucky Fulton, on the Mayfield Highway.
Miss Sallie Dawes, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Dawes of Fulton and Pet Cavender of Dukedom were married by Esq. McDade Sunday afternoon.

on long distance to see what he
thought of it. Harry-has used
some rough, ,blunt words on the
Administration in the past.
He was absolutely honey-tong,
ued this time, though.
Come to think of it, Harry Lee
sounded almost like he was flirt ing with Wetherby with one eye
—and ogling the nomination fu r
governor
lieutenant
l
with the
other.
This session inight;he one of all
sweetness and light.

Full-Size 40-in.

PHILCO
ELECTRIC
RANGE

FHA LOANS
—See—

T. _IL "Tom" Cowden
Phone 1597

Union City. Tenn

RUPTURE
IT'S HERE
The Sensational New Invention
Sutherland's ".1%1D" Truss
No belts- — No Straps — No
Odors.
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Truss.

CITY DRUG CO.

40S Lake St.

Check these
Features:
Faster than Fast
Surface Ceding
New stqa-rfast "Speedomaster" units
give greater
pan contact.
EASIEST' TO CUM

* 5-H•of Surtoc•
Switch••
*

Thermostat

* Automatic Ov•n
Signal tight
* Convisni•nt Ap.
plianc• Outlet
* Stain's," Porte.
lain Exterior

EASY TERMS

BENNETT ELECTRIC
['hone 'NI

WE HAVE A GOOD STOCK OF

SEEDS
FOR SPRING SOWING-Including the following: GRASSES: Red Top,
Timothy, Fescue, Orchard grass, Rye grass:
CLOVERS: Red, Ladino, White Dutch; LESPEDEZAS: Kobe, Korean Jap, Sericea; ALSO
Pasture mix and Columbia Spring Oats.

FULL LINE OF GARDEN SEEDS
SEE US FOR YOUR SPRING SEED
GET YOUR FERTILIZER EARLY, while we
have what you want.

WE SELL SURGE MILKERS
—Installed and in operation in 3 hours.
WE WANT TO BUY YOUR WHITE AND
YELLOW CORN—HIGHEST Market Prices.

Dick Oberlin:
64e1114#i'd. 044e4aatiand.

So the state legislature starts
another special session next Monday.
There are a couple of surprises in this special call. First,
the announcement itself was a surGreat peace have they which love thy
prise. A real shocker to a good
law: and nothing sha.1 offend them. —Psalms.
many people. Only a handful of
persons knew anything about it
even a c6uple of days before the
If a single man achieves the highest kind
call was issued.
of love, it will be sufficient to neutralize the
This is in striking contrast to
—Gandhi
cf mifl.ons.
the situation just two years ago
When it was an open secret for
Go your way with the Spices of loving
several months that then
Govthoughts and beautiful deeds and you will
Earle Clements planned an extrafind that the stone has been rolled away.
ordinary session.
—Robert Norwood
The second suprise is that thema
should be a special session this
There is no vacant chair. To love is still
year. That there should be one at
all. The Governor was under no
to have.
—Elizabeth btuart Phelps
great pressure to call one. And,
ordinarily, the state's chief execuYou can put the most untutored persons
tive would greatly prefer avo:dinto the highest society, and if they have a
ing this kind of headache_ whenreservoir of Love in their hearts, they-W.TI—-ever it's possible.
not behave themselves unseemly.
Since things seem to be going
—Henry Drummond
in pairs today, there are two
"God is Love." More than this we cannot
ask, higher we cannot look, farther we cannot
Mary Baker Eddy.
go.

elite eloch

ably for some weeks to come—
the real question is whether the
money should be spent this way.
We're providing teachers pay increases—which is an expense
we'll find facing us every year—
out of what is, at least in effect,
"unusual" or extraordinary" revenue.
But what will we do two or
now
three or five years from
tapers off—and
when inflation
when tax revenues also fall off?
That's one, though, for the pundits to argue.
Let's consider a couple of political implications. Off-hand you
might think Gov. Wetherby called this session just out of the
kindness of his heart. He's going
to make some real political hay,
though, out of it. He's made—or
he will make—real friends of
nearly 20 thousand school teachers, if he gets them another $300
a year each.
Money still talks. And it seems
to talk loud these days.
Calling the special session, and
tor the particular purposes it is
called, is popular. A close persual
points of the thing
of all four
fails to disclose any gimmick. any
ulr.
,rior motive, any special pit/pose thing which is hidden away
anywhere. In this case. at fiist
thorough study, ttlings are what
they seem. And skim milk is not
masquerading as cream at all.
It could have sonic other salutory political effects, too.
The day the call was issued I
talked with Harry Lee Waterfield

things to consider about the session itself. The matters for which
it was called, and the
political
implications.
Nobody can deny—few will try
to deny—that Kentucky's school
teachers need and deserve° higher wages. There long has been
and still is some question about
just how much the state should
try to provide, but that's another
question entirely. A row we gct
into last year. No need hashing
it over again.
It's a generally known fact that
our welfare and penal institutions
can use more money. And it ni
doubt is a good idea to provide
leg slation to enable state, city
and county employees to enjoy
the protection of social security.
There's no particular reason
why public employees should be
denied the benefits and protection
which privately employed workers get.
The real question—and this one
will be kicked around consider-

All Kinds of
a LIVESTOCK AND POULTRY FEEDS
Including WAYNE'S TAIL CURLER .....complete hog feed
that makes HOGS out of runts. A NEW power-packed SUPER
eed, highly-fortified and highly appetizing for slow-growers
-Ind market hogs out of condition.

CUSTOM GRINDING AND MIXING
We can sweeten it with molasses.

WE HAVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
WE SPECIALIZE IN CLEANING ALL
TYPES OF FIELD SEED
We have a good supply of Barb Wire, Wire
Fencing, Metal Roofing and Square - Butt
and Hexagon Asphalt Shingles.

A. C. BUTTS & SONS
Groceries --- Feeds --- Seeds
Phones 602 -- 603
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tending quarterly conferences at recovered from 'measles and able Friday, March 2, 1951—The Fulton News—Page 3
Jo Laird.
be getting out again.
Mrs. Etta Jackson was in Hick- Palestine Methodist Church in- to
Horace Henderson is a victim
cluded: Rev. W. H. Mobley, Rev.
Mrs_ Robert Batts, social chairman visiting Tuesday.
News and Personals from - - - FIDELIS CLASS HAS
W. B. Bishop, Mr. and Mrs. Carl of a deep cold.
man,led the grotrp in games. The
MEET MONDAY NIGHT
Mrs. Lucille Charlton and Miss
and
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Mr. and Mrs. Earl
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Mrs. James Copeland and baby an eye condition
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son were in Memphis Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Puckett Mon- 1 Little Jerry
His dent, Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer, preBradley, son of
from Wingo, Mr. and Mrs. R. S. care of an eye specialist.
a
treattaking
is
Jackson
Mrs.
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day night.
sided over the business session_
Gossum and sons of Pilot Oak.
Mr. and Mts. Buster Bradley is ments at a hospital there.
vision is impaired.
spent
Puckett
High winds did
considerable ill • h measl •
Odell
Miss
Miss June Bishop is on the sick
damage in our little city TuesThursday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Wash Mullins of list this week.
IT WAS MY BIG SISTER'S
and family.
day afternoon. Roofs were blown Hickman spent Wednesday with
MY,SALLY, WHAT A
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Mrs.
LAST YEAR -YOU SEE4
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Miss Jo Ann Bishop of MurPRETTY DRESS
Scott visited Thursday with Mrs.
weekend
the
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spent
Huey Boyd's houses,
DRESSES -0'
College
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OUR
YOU'RE WEARING
Mrs. Cora Farmer spent Tues- Jewell Ross Martin. Mrs. Scott with her parats, Rev. and Mrs.
and Edwards' stores
suffered
remained for a longer visit.
R. Craddock.
W.
Mrs.
with
day
broken
windows and claryiaged
B. Bishop.
Mrs. Wash Seay left gunday for W.
spent
Grissom
Miss Emily
roofs. Quite a few farmers in'the
Miss Bula Mae Cooley of Paher
daughwith
visit
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an
barns, corn Thursday night with Miss Donna
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ducah spent the weekend with
ter, Mrs. John G. Back of Coloraher mother, Mrs. Carl Cooley.
do Springs, Colo.
Mr.
Sunday dinner guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hunt Gosand Mrs. Johnnie McAlister were:
sum and son, Ronald *pent SunMrs. Roy Shepherd.
Rev. and
day with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lorene Hart, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. L. D. Nanney of Fulton.
Forrest Gilbert and children, Mr.
We wish to congratulate Mr.
and Mrs. Bruce Gilbert, Mr. and
and Mrs. Bobbie Wiggins on the
Mrs. Lee Gilbert and son,- Charbirth of a nine pound son born
les and Miss Loretta Hart. The
Saturday, February 24 at Haws
408 DDINGS STREET
spent singing hyHe has been afternoon was
Clinic in Fulton.
mns with Loretta at the piano.
Ronnie Gene.
named
Sunday
spent
John Bishop
For Ambulance Service Day or Night
Mrs. John Moore is on the sick
Charles Roe Gilbert.
with
night
list this week:
`Tinest eieaniny Vt ,eswest Prices
Charlton
Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday aftervisited
family
and
and
Mr.
:
included
Will Puckett
with A01,-. and Mrs. Lloyd
Mrs. J. C. McAlister, Luther Gos- noon
Contract Funeral Home for and Member of
of Clinton.
Charlton
Miss
and
Bishop
B.
W.
Rev.
sum,
PHONE 130
•
Bishop visited
Miss Jo Ann
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, inc.
Stella Aydelotte. Mrs.
and
at- Sunday night with Mr.
Among those from here
Lee Gilbert.
Puckett
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn
with
;
visited Sund.ay afternoon
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Hopkins of Fulgham.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Wilson, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Wilson and Miss
fah.
Sharry Johnson left Thursday for
to
Texas
Houston,
Fort Sam
Billie
spend a few days with
Wilson, who is in canip there.
the
Miss Dean Henley spent
weekend in Fulton with friends.
Mrs. Roy Lamb and daughter,
Georgia of Paducah, Mrs. Edd
Roberts and Mrs. Jonah Bennett
afternoon with
spent Sunday
' Mrs. Wilson Arnett.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Arnett and
/
daughter, Sandra, spent Saturday
with his mother. Mrk Will Arnett.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Stephens
of
and daughter, Gloria Ann
When 4 o'clock finds you away
Fultlham spent Saturday night
home,can you be care-free
from
with her mother, Mrs. Carl Coolhearted, knowing dinlight
and
ey.
At home
Mr. and Mrs. 'r. B. Pewitt of
ner will be ready when you get
Mayfield visited Sunday with his
home? A dinner that has been
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bea Pew‘00./
itt.
turned on, cooked, and turned
Mrs. Lee Snow and eon, Glen
Ice-cord 4.^.ocn-Cola
off by electricity?
are
Ray, of Greenfield, Tenn.,
N..i-11 f.2 socinib!e dr:r04..
with her
week
spending the
brother, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
.. •
Childress and boys, Jimmie and
Richard.
IOTTLEI) UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA.CCHA COMP'NY BY
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall HarFI'LTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
grove and son of Mayfield spent
I 951, The Coca -Colo Corneony
Sunday with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Arch Lawrence.
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Jones, Mrs.
Dooma Jones, Mrs. Edsell Travis,
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Arnett of
afterMayfield visited Sunday
noon with Mrs. Will Arnett.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Walker
and family of Lynnville, Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Cooley and family' of
were Sunday dinner
Fulton
of Mrs. Carl Cooley.
Mr. and Mrs. iRchard Cole and
boys and Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Cole
spent Sunday with Mrs. Calra
Casey.
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'GIVE ME THIS'51 DODGE
fortong hle...dependahili
"I've driven Dodge cars for years...6ow
from experience That you just can't beat a
Dodge for DEPENDABILITY"
—Says Don

Here.'s why Dodge delivers more miles per dollar
grIll new
'51 Dotlge—the way it looks,
lls you
handles—te
and
rides
feels,
that here's a car that's built to last.
It's a car that's stunning to look
at, with plenty of head, leg and
shoulder room—a car engineered
from bumper to bumper to last
longer, go farther at -lower cost.
Spend 3 Minutes With US
Five short minutes behind the
wheel will tell you why this is the
car for you—for the years ahead.
You'll find that the new Oriflow
Ul1511111\1. abollt

Shock Absorbers not only give you
a truly new kind of ride—but the
resulting smoothness and freedom
from wheel "bop" and "bounce"
mean less car wear, prolong car life.
Famous Dodge Fluid Drive, with
its smoother starts and stops,"cushions" all moving parts from engine
to rear wheels—adds to car life,
saves tires, lowers costs.
Como In Today
See how you COUld pay $1.000 MOM
for a car and still not get all the
extra room and rugged dependability of this new '51 .1)odge.

Mrs. Carey Frields
John Lintz remains in a serious
condition at his home near here.
Children remain at his bedside
administering to his every need.
I. Alford, Chicago, Ill.
and
Mrs. Eric Cunningham
George Edd of Dresden and your
writer spent the weekend with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Frields.
William Johnson is slowly imroving after a siege of flu and
complications that keep him a.
bed.
Mrs. Bill Doyle of Union City
spent the weekend with parents,
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Doron.
Rev. Alton Perry delievered an
11
Sunday at
able discourse
o'clock at New Salem Church
on time.
meeting his, church
Training Union meets at 6:30 after which Rev. Perry delivers his
evening service.
It was announced that a teach:
ers meeting will be held Friday
the
night. The WMS meets at
first
church on Monday after
Sunday in each month. Some very
enthusiastic leaders are in charge
so
of a well arranged program
all members take notice and attend if possible.
Vincent is unimMiss Delia
NEW KIND OF RIDEI New Oriflow
proved at this writing anti redown
shock absorbers let you float
mains abed.
roads so had they stop other cars.
Little Miss Paula Puckett has
Noer before anything like id
I

*
This housewife does not
range
have an

Eteeotec

will 4 o'clock find you rushing helter-skelter home worrying
whether you still have time to
get dinner on your old-fashioned
stove?

Or

7Se h'S/AreodaVe

ONE

Just a few dollars more than the
lowest-priced cars

Y
ATKINS MOTOR COMPAN
Phone 622
209-11 East Fourth Street

AUSTIN SPRINGS

Dr. H.W.Connaughton
Veterinary Service
Phone 807-R

1

or Call 70
Graduate Veterinarian
Located on Martin-Fulton
Highway.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
Intorporat••

Janice Dew, Virginia Page, 'IRV
Those sending gifts but unable
ma Hinkle, Richard and Jerry to attend were: Mesdames Elbert
Britton, Trevia Hedge.
Sanders, Leroy Hastings, Edith
J
-Mr. and Mrs. Cecil McDaniel, Faulkner, Carl Robey, Harold
Mr. and Mrs. James Shields, Mrs. Ross and Miss Lula Mae McCord.
.1nnie Hedge, Mr. and Mrs. Ninvt
GLAD CIELS CLASS
:itevens, Lewis Stevens, Mr. and 1VSCS HAS MEET IN
MEETS MONDAY NICHT
Mrs. Curt Nelson,
Mrs. James GENERAL SESSION
AT BAPTIST C111.7?.CII
4.nderson,
Mr. and
Mrs. Bill MONDAY AFTERNOON
• The Glad C.l.rls Sunday School Grot,ins, Mr. and
Mrs. Heste
Class of th.? First Baptist Church BLnnett and Mr. ancl Mrs. Odell 'The Women's Society of Christian Service of the First Methodmet Monday night at the church Gritton.
Those sending gifts but not at- ist Church met Monday afternoon
for their regular monthly meettending were: Mrs. Ruth Hodges, at the church.
ing.
Hostesses were: Mrs. Charles Mr. and Mrs. Fred Craig, Mrs.
The meeting opened with the
Cannon, Mrs. Eldred Choate, Mrs. Cletus Hawks and Miss Donna singing of "More Like the MasNeil Clinard and Miss Sarah Col- Hawks.
ter." Mrs. Norman Terry, presilins.
dent, called the meeting to order r
Mrs. Mary Nell Page presented MRS. :MOULTON GAMBILL
the devotional after which the ENTERTAINED WITH PINK
business session was held presid- AND BLUE SHOWER FEB. 16
ed over by Mrs. Lucille Carden.
Mrs. Stanley Stinnett honored
Refreshments -were served to
Mrs. Moulton Gambill with
a
the following members: Mesdampink and blue shower at
her
es Avery Hancock, Lucille Carhome located in South
Fulton
den, Katherine Hassell, Charles
Looney, J. T. Green, John Cov- Friday night, February 16.
A corsage fitting air the occasington, Max McKnight, H. L. Milstead, Lewis Eizzle, Richard My- sion was presented the honoree
att, Mary Nell Page, Lowell Will- by the hostess.
iams, Porter Twigg. Newton BurlThe living room was beautifuldie. the teacher, Mrs. Carl Hast- ly decorated carrying out
the
ings a v:sitor.
pink
Donald
and blue color scheme.
Mrs.
Tappan and the hcstesses.
After several enjoyable game.;
were played a delicious sandwich
WMU MEETS IN
plate and cold drinks %vie servHavo tho floors in your
GENERAL SESSION
ed to the folloWing: Mesdames
home that dingy look? ReAT CHURC1I MONDAY
surface and refinish them.
Oneal Jones, Harold Wallace, AlHamburgers
You can easily make them Pit Bar-B-Q
The general Woman's Mission- vin Ferguson, Ancil Jordon, Jor"The Best In Town"
look like new. Do the job
"Hickory Flavor"
ary of the First Baptist Church dan Ferguson, Joseph Gambill.
yourself. We can rent you
met Monday afternoon at
the William Taylor, Irby McCord,
thrisanding equipmentand
HOME - MADE CHILI
Ellis McCord, Louis Johnson,
church.
supply the materials you
need. Ask us how to do it.
Curb Service
Mrs. W. T. Hinkle, president, Moody Yates, H. F. McCord,
Ray Hunter, Owner
called the meeting to order fol- Pearl Cheatham, A. L. Cathey,
Jou ed by an invocation by Mrs. John Gambill, E. E. Long, ManEXCHANGE
W. Elledge. The watchword us Williams, Leland Adams, the rn
Easter Is March 25thM.... J.
FURNITURE CO.
honoree, Mrs. Moulton Gambill
was repeated by the gorup.
207 Church
Phone 75
Mrs. —inkle
conducted the and Misses Juanita Gambill and
business session and Mrs. Allen Anna Lou Caldwell.
41
9
,
1
Austin, secretary read various
41.
reports and recommendations of
.71.
1 4.r1
K
1, • 14.
4.
the executive coMmit:ee w:re ad11
1
7
'II:
. f
":
A JO,
Pt'
.., ,
.2'. '
':9
'
•1 .
opted. Home
Mission Week of '
Jiliit
Prayer program wi'l be held at
the church oh Tuesday, March 6 Drink Lots of
at 7:30.
Rev. L. D. Ferrell spoke on the
plans for preparation for the revival which starts March 25.
The season's fabrics are gabMrs. Walter Voclpel, program
ard.ne ... fleeces ... shark- chairman, presented Mrs. Earl
Taylor, leader, for the afternoon. + TASTY
skin The styles are flattering
Assisted by Mrs. T. T. Boaz and
... the values outstanding. The Mrs. Guy
Duley, Mrs. Taylor + REFRESHING
colors are navy, of course ... conducted the devotional, "Then
will I Heal Their Land". based
+ ECONOMICAL
with red, pink, green and dacia
on II Chronicals 7:11-22. Followimportant this spring. Many ing the
devotional Mrs. Taylor + CONVENIENT
styles and all sizes are at Dot- spoke on the month's topic "If"
centering her remarks on the acty's now.
ids will holler
complishments and needs of the
NO OTHER DRINK
Kids will scream
Home Mission Program. Mrs. J.
For another helping
'C. Sugg led in prayer for the
GIVES YOU SO MUCH
Of our its cream.
mission work. The meeting was
dismissed by Mrs. Carl Hastings.

I RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP

SHIFT

COFFEE IS STILL 5'

MILK

Z

Attractively priced!

$179sto $399
1111111MIIMIIIIMIEW

SEE DOTTY'S
ACCESSORY BAR!!
Hundreds of newly arrived
• Handbags VI &ries '• scdas
• Blouses •Skirts •Hose
Shop Early Per Best Selection!

BONNIE BRITTON
ENTERTAINED AT
BIRTHDAY SUPPER
Miss Bonnie Britton was hon:
ored on her 11th birthday with a
lovely supper given by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Odell Britton,
on February 23 at six thirty p. m.
Bonnie received
many lovely
gifts.
After the
delicious
supper
games were enjoyed with Bobby
Jones, Patsy
Green and Jerry
Britton winning prizes.
The guest list included: Patsy
and Ronnie Veatch, Betty Anderson, Bobby Jones, Bruce Hawks.
Patsy, Billy and Lowell Grooms,

Darrow waist,
hips, thighs=
with

PURE MILK CO.
iry7Igiw-z7laprm=m
PHONE 813

GENERAL E43 ELECTRIC

The biggest suit season in years
. . . and justly so when you
see the clever styles . . luscious colors .. and the very
modest prlees. Sizes for small
and large. Come in today.

turned over to Mrs. Grady Varden whose topic was "Health for
the American Indians." She was
assisted by Mrs. Frank
Brady,
Mrs. V. J. Voegell and Mrs. Virgil Davis.
Mrs. Irene Boaz dismissed the
group with prayer.
--t

Save $9.40 Per Ton On Feed
We are now paying 32c per bag for returned, first-class SOUTHERN STATES printed
burlap bags. A return of $6.40 per ton on your
feeds!
Save an additional $2.00 per ton by booking your feed orders now and taking it off the
car
Save an additional $1:00 per ton by buying
in lots of 500-lbs. at one time.

+

+

$6.40
returnes1 bags
$2.00
car-door service
$1.00
.
500-lbs. or more at one
purchase.
SOUTHERN STATES FEEDS are formulated and priced as to value in use.
READ ON THE TAG
WHAT'S IN THE BAG
We have a complete line.of modern poultry eauipment, litter, fountains, feeders and
brooders.
Our STARTING AND GROWING MASH
requires no change for the first 14 \veeks.
BUY COOPERATIVELY - - AND SAVE

The third,quart
for Palestine and
churches conver
Sunday night. Dist
H.Evans delivered
lowed with busint.
Mr. and Mrs. .
and family of Pi
Sunday with his p
Mrs. John Thomp:
Ida Pegram.
Mr. and Mrs. G

el
4:60

Dress-up tol
with fitness
teens and th
today!

"Little

0A

Wool covert
with princes
and cute,
choir-boy
lace collars.
Navy.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

402 Main St.

Fulton

Phone 399
vans.

$3.35

PER WEEK
aftor clov,n payment

BUYS YOU YEARS OF
WONDERFUL
REFRIGERATION!

Jack
204 Lake S

GE

+

NEW STEWARDESS

cma0 ameeeem
SPACE MAKER
Here's a big G-E Space Maker— S.1-cu-f
t— that actually
holds /
1
2 more food than most refrigerators
now in use .
yet occupies no larger floor area.
Powered with the famous G-E sealed-in
system that assures
you dependable service and low operatin
g cost!
Packed with all he work-saving features
you could want, BIG freezer—BIG
fruit and
vegetable drawer—BIG bottle-storage
space
—and the.new Redi-Cube ice trays!
Permacolor Shelves!

$1298
to $3998

$209.95
Easy Terms

Master-size oven; no-tip shelve:;;
smokeless brciler; autornotc, hyraulic
oven theimoistat; built-in 6-qt. aluminum thrift cooker; 5-heat Calrod surface
units; aluminum reflector pans, easily
removed for cleaning. Raisable cook ir
unit, automatic timer and lamp at so-tall
additional cost.

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO
208 Lake Street

Sal

REFRIGERATOR

4=EE

It's Cot The
Fashion :leadenly
Award!

RIZ Weale.4'Sam

Mrs. Les!if

SAVINGS

New models in both plain and automatic:
priced within reach of all!

btr a slim figure choose
Gossard's Narrolinc. A slender
panel down each hip dkides
elastic, limits stretch, narrows
as no other girdle design can.
Sheer powernct with satin
elastic
panels. 11-16'lengths
$10.95
Plunged Flair bra with new
rounded lines. Satin with lace.
A, B,C cups. 52.95

The way to Ray:
• Lay-A -Way
• Charge
Account
• Budget
Account

-.PALES

ANGES

NARROLINE!
The Selection!

and presided over the business.
- Mrs. T. J. Kramer, Sr., gave
the secretarial report and in the
absence of the treasurer, Mrs.
Rot,ert Graham, she also gavethe
tre.isurer's -report.
Mis. G. W. Dimmitt gave .the
devotional and the program was

- - AMERICA'S FINEST LINE OF

ozare
And Dotty Has

'
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Phone 1

Come In Today!

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO

Lake Street

Phone 1

Fulton, Ky.

Authorized Dealer ,

GEN-E-RAL

••

ELECTRIC

REFRIGERATORS

S4

.PALESTINE

visited Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Carter Rives,
Tenn., visited Mr. and Mrs. She was the wife
in-E. St. Louis Sunday afternoon.
of Dr. Bar- A. Clark of Royal
Mrs. Leslie Nugent
Hillman Collier Sunday.
Oak, Mich.
. i nett, well known physician of
The funeral of Mrs. Melvin
Pallbearers. were: A E Wall,1Friday, March 2,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy Lard were 1 that section of
The third,quarterly conference Edmiston was held
Kentuck
y,
and Tom Atterberry, Guy Johnson
at
,
for Palestine and Water Valley church Monday afternooPalestine Sunday afternoon guests of Mr. I was a member of one of the pion- Jamei
n. She and Mo. Hampton
McMurry, Bobby; Coving- Most Complete Stock
Brown and eer families.
churches convened at Palestine passed away Sunday
ton and Cecil. Taylor.
evening
'
at
Nancy
Carol.
Sunday night. Dist. Supt. Rev. W. the home of her daughte
She was a member of the Bapr, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier
11.Evans delivered a sermon fol- Norc:ie Kelly
tist Church and Eastern Star
in Union City.
and
family
visited
his
aunt, Mrs. chapter at
lowed with busine:is meeting.
1' Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Wiggins'of
Me:•clamcs Lon Brown, Robert Bettie
Caneyville.
Williams, who is ill, SunMr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson Watts, William McClanahan, Roy day
Water Valley are the parents of
afternoon near Water Valley. Survivors are: her daunhter,
and family of Paducah. spent Bard, Harvey Pew:tt, Bob Evans
Mrs. J. R. Wall; a grandson, Joe a nine pound, ten ounce baby boy
Mrs. Edna 1,4p Shafier
hft B.
Sunday with his parents, Mr. and end Lewis Thompson
Wall of Cayce; and two grand- born February 24
attended Wednesday after a two weeks
at Haws Hosvis- daughters,
Mrs. John Thompson and
Mrs. the District Conference of WSCS it with her parents, Mr.
of pital. He has been named
and Mrs. Charles 'Mrs. Paul LaMe
in Martin Tuesday.
Ida Pegram.
Ronton, W. Va., and Mrs. W. nie
Harvey Pewitt and son, Jimmy
442. Lake Street
Gene.
Mr. and Mrs. Gussie Browder
Mr. and Mr,;. Odie Lei al of Wallace.
"The Homemakers served supper to the Y11443C at Community
Center Tuesday night with
48
att: nding.

a-444,4ifet,

OPTOMETRIST

DEATHS I
MRS. 31ELVINE EDIIISTO,N

Dress-up togs for the Easter Parade ... styled
with fitness and a grown-up look for ye
teens and their younger sisters. Bring them la,
today!

Announces with pleasure the opening
of his
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE
For the Practice of Optometry
—at—

Services for Mrs. Melvine Pewitt Edmiston, 83, who died Sunday evening at C o'clock at the
home of a daughter, Mrs. N. W.
Kelly in Union Cdy, were conducted Moncii.iy afternoon at
Palestine Methodist Ctn.:1-c h
&IS Main Street
the Rev. Comer Hastings of.i,-:,t •
ing assistcd by 1.17
. e pastor of the ,
church. Burial was in the church
cemetery
under direction (..
.."11Ball3rd:Ir
White-Ranren Funeral Home.
Survivors are: three daughters,
Mrs. N. W. Kelly and Mrs. E.
Gish of Union City and
Mrs,
Roy Ellis of Martin; two grandchildren and several nieces and
nephews. One son, Herman Mack
0,
Edmiston died Sept. 2, 1950. Mrs.
Edmiston was the last of a family
Discontinued
of eight children.

"Little Lady"

(OATS

HAT AND BAG SETS

t

Straw combines with taffeta
for a cute bonnet and drawstring basket-bag duo.
3-to-6 age group.

Phone,,237
OINIS=s21411111loomukc-•

IV. M. MILNER
Funeral servicd‘ Lir
William
Marcus Milner, 78, well known
Fulton Countian and resident of
Cayce, who died suddenly Tun
,day mcrning at the home of I,
'niece, Miss Myra Scearce, WO
I whom he made his home, via
!held Wednesday afternoon in ti
!chapel of the Paul Hornbeak Fut.
iTal Home with the Rev. L. D.
Ferrell, pastor of the First Bap-1
t;st Church officiating.
Burial, under direction of the I
Paul Hornbeak
Funeral Home,
was in the Cayce cemetery.
Mr. Milner was the son of the
late William Marcus and Mollie
McGehee Milner and was born
and reared in
Cayce. He was
known as "Uncle Bill" and loved
and known by all the children..
Survivors are: one sister, Mrs.
Charles Huddleston of this city
and several nieces and nephews.
MRS. 31ADELINE BARNETT
Funeral services for Mrs. Madeline Barnett, 95, who died at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. J. R.
Wall of Cayce Saturday, were
held
Monday
morning at the
,Cayce Methodist Church
with
1Rev. L. E. Shaffer officiating
!with burial in the Cayce cemetery under direction of Whitnel
Funeral Home.
Mrs. Barnett was born July 25,
1855 at Hardinsburg, Ky.. the
daughter of the late R. G. and
Sarah Elizabeth Fentres Wh ttinghill.

CREAM aj
OURBON

Fulton, Ky.
BOTTLED IN BOND
UNDER U. S. GOVERNMENT SUPERVISION

CLOSE OUT.

'12.98

In WeirKentucky

DR. SHELTON OWENS

est EASTER,

Wool covert coats
with princess lines
and cute,
choir-boy
lace collars.
Navy.
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patterns and odd lots

KENTUCKY
STRAIGHT BOURBON
WHISKEY

—in—

WALL PAPERS
Special rocm lots at bargain prices.
Some papers now selling as low as

10 PER ROLL

4.40

Fifths

$2.75 PINT

$1.40 HALF PrNT

WHY PAY MORE?

Now is your opportunity to buy at a big saving.
Hurry! Prices good only while present stocks
last.

----It's Distilled By One of Kentucky's
Finest Independent Distillers

EXCHANGE MERE COMPANY

FOR SALE AT ALL GOOD STORES

207 Church Street

Fulton

ALSO AVAILABLE IN 86 PROOF

'

$3:98

Jack & Jill Shop
204 Lake Street

Fulton

i

Close Out At Auction!

I

Entire Stock of Men's & Women's

!

NOTICE!

GRAND OPENING
Saturday, March 3rd.
STANDARD
Service Station
Adjoining Brady Bros. Garage
West State Line
Fulton, Ky.
Come By---A Gift For
Every Customer

HARRY GORDON
FRANK BRADY

NEW AND USED CLOTHING
••••••••••16.

FIRST SALE THURSDAY NIGHT, MAR. 1, 7:00 P. M.
ALSO FRIDAY NIGHT, MAR. 2, STARTING AT 7:00 P. M.
SALES ALL DAY SATURDAY FROM 10:00 A. M. TO 10:00 P. M.
Come on folks, let us have a biq time buying and sellin
friends, so come and buy from BRUCE. Come and qct g new and used clothes. You are my
yourse
be the biggest sale ever put on in Fulton ...and the wheels lf a bargain! Don't miss it! This will
start rolling Thursday evening at
7:00 p. m. If you can't come Thursday, come Frida
y and Saturday.
100 Used SUITS; have been cleaned, sterilized
and )
pressed. All in A-1 shape
$9.00
72 Army fatigue pants with the 2 big pockets.
$2.25 and $2.90
60 pair Navy dungarees

$2.90

25 men's dress coats in A-1 shape; ready to year.
$3.50, $4.00

100 Ladies dresses; all have been cleaned vid pressed.
50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25; $1.50; $2.00
200 Pairs of Men's and Ladies shoes. Ladies shoes riced
at 25c, 50e, 75e $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00 (All in
goo:. shape) Men's shoes priced at $2.00, $2.50, $3.00,
$3.75, $4.95, $5.00, $6.00 (All in good FEpair..)

5-Dos. Khaki Jumpers in good shape; sizes 34-40. Selling for
52.00, 31.50, $1.25 and $1.00

Plenty of men's and boy's work shirts and dress shirts.
Also 60 used shirts at $1.00.

6 or 7-doz. pair of underwear with rubber elastic all
around. All tkev,--Ind shirts to match. Pants 85n; shirts
75e; total suit $1:61); yes $1.60.

60 John B. Stetson Men's Hats

$3.75 and $5.00

10 or 12 dozen gox

25c nd35C

75 Ladies Coats; new and second-hand 50e, $1.00, $1.50
and $2.00.

5-dos. sport caps for girls or rot men

65c and 85c

6-doz. R. R. work gloves $1.35, $1.50; Cloth gloves 35c.

ALL KINDS OF ODDS AND ENDS in men's pants, ladies wear, etc.; you
know .. . just odds and ends, and all in good condition, ready to wear. So DON'T 111 SS THIS BIG AUCTION SALE
at Bruce's Bargain Store starting at 7:00 o'clock Thursday evening; also Friday evening and al ay Saturday.

BRUCE'S Bargain Store
Corner 4th and LakeStreets

Fulton, Kentucky

Frid
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made 189 talks to 15,800 people.
MRS. KRAMER
score prize and-Mrs. Joe Fly won
Interests
A talk made by Mr. Marvin D. ENTERTAINS
the bridge bingo.
BRIDGE
CLUB
Myers, Purdue University, IndiA salad plate was served the
Mrs.
T. J. Kramer, Jr., enter- following: Mrs.
ana concerning
music in rural
Fly, Mrs. Willtained the Friday
Night bridge iams, Miss Latta, Mrs. Ardell
communities just held one soell club at her home
in
Country Sams, Mrs. Gerald Rachel, Miss
SOCIETY
—4-- CLUBS
HOME NEWS
bound. He had organized a chorus 1Club Court. See us for
Lily B. Allen, Miss Tommy Nell
of
40
Homemakeis from central ; Two visitors, Mrs. Ralph Win- Gates and Mrs. Eula Mulford.
Phone 926
GATES V-BELTS
Students enrolling in the UniKentucky who were well trained stead and Miss Winnie Bovain
for any Machine • versity of Kentucky next summer
and who had just returned from were included in the guest list.
RUDDLE
DATUM.
MISS
VICTORY
FARM AND
Mrs. J. C. Olive won high score
!nay complete their college work
Washington where they had givHOME DELEGATE IS
three years by following a 'WED BEN CALDWELL
en the life and works of Stephen prize and Mrs. Eugene Waggoner
BENNETT ELECTRIC :n
FEBRUARY
,
MONDAY,
19
HONORED
WITH TEA
I
stepped-up program of study.
Foster in story and song. They won low.
A delicious dessert plate
217 Main
was
Phone 201
In response to inquiries receivMrs. Dean Collier, Mrs. Gene gave the same program at LexMr. and Mrs. H. W. Ruddle aned from high school seniors nounce the marriage of their Dowdy, Mrs. Cecil tsurnette and ington for Farm and Home Week, served the guests. Members play:and it was just wonderful. This ing were: Mesdames Olive, Wagthroughout Kentucky,, President daughter, Dathal, to Ben Cald- Miss Georgia Mattingly
honored
H. L. Donovan issued the follow- well, son of Mrs. Joan Caldwell Mrs. E. E. Mount, Farm and summer representatives from the goner, Edward Benedict, Charles
Looney, Eugene Hooaenpyle and
forty-eight states will meet
ing statement:
to the hostess.
and the late Mr. Caldwell of Home delegate from
Victory study
Expert Coming
rural
chorus.
City.
"The University of Kentucky's Union
Homemakers club with an afterTo Union 'City & Mayfield Again
Mr. Sam. Levering said we MISS
program is currently designed so
GEO. L. HOWE
The young couple were mar- noon tea last Tuesday in
the
ANDERSON
should live more by the laws of HOSTESS
Well-known expert, of Indian. that a student who enters sum- ried in the chapel of the
First home of Mrs. Cecil Burnette.
TO
God,
even
apolis will personally demonstr- mer school immediately upon Methodist
in our farming. He BRIDGE CLUB
Tunica,
Church in
The tea table was draped with
rate his method without charge graduation from high school, and Miss., Monday, February 19
said
we
should
strive to find out
at a hand-made cut work cover,
Miss Mary Anderson was hostat the Davy Crockett Hotel, Union thereafter enrolls both for
SATISFACTORY
the 10:30 a. m., with
Rev. Martin centered with an arrangement of God's laws and obey them. And ess to the members of the ThursCity, Friday, March 9, from 2 P. regular school year
he
said
our
greatest
and the sum- Armstrong reading the impress- red and white carnations
resource
is
day
Night
SERVICE
bridge
club
in an
and one
M. to 6 P. M. and at the Hall Hoaccelerate
his ive double ring ceremony.
old whirling star cut glass bowl. our children. He is making many visitor, Mrs. Reginald Williams,
tel, Mayfield, Thursday, Mar. 15, mer school, may
talks
You
in
are
always assured of satthis
country
program
complete
thus
and
reand abroad last Friday night at her
Lawson Newsom of Ripley, Tapers burned in tall candle
from 1 P. M. to 6 P. M. Evenings
home on isfactory
in the interest of peace without Central
radio repair servic,
by appointment. Ask for Mr. quirements for graduation in Tenn., was the only attendant.
Ave.
holders.
renumeration. He believes in the
three years, without carrying
at minimum cost when you Idt
Howe at desk.
The attractive bride chose for
Miss
Adolphus
Latta
won
,
high
Mrs. Charles Upton and Mrs. United Nations, and thinks
Mr. Howe says the- Howe method study loads in excess of normal. her wedding an early spring suit
much
us do the work. Whether it 1,
Reginald Williamson poured tea can be done which may
contracts the openings in remarkably
keep us
a minor repair or a major
"All eligible young men in the of navy with pink accessories and and served cake from
short time on the average case, rea
silver
out
of
war,
or
at
least
gardless of the size or location of the forseeable
will
shortapparently her navy straw hat was trimmed pitcher and
•future
overhaul, let us service you:
tray.
rupture and no matter how much 3ou
en any conflict.
minimum in pink. She wore a corsage qf
radio whenever it needs attenlift or strain and puts you back to will be faced with a
Mrs.
Mount
was
presented
a
Miss
work the same day as efficient as be period of
Helen Wood said that the
service of gardenias.
military
tion. CALL 401.
fore you were ruptured.
Following a southern wedding white carnation corsage made by l Marshall Plan is the cheapest infrom 24 to 27 months," President
The Howe Rupture Shield Ilan no
Mrs.
Gene
Dowdy
and
HarMr&
surance
—PROMPT ATTENTION—
the
American people ever
leg strap: waterproof, sanitary, preen- Donovan said. "Any college work trip Mr. and Mrs. Caldwell will
according to in- had.
rally indestructible and can be worn that can be completed prior to make their home in Union City old Copeland.
PHONE 1-o-1
while bathing. Each shield is skillreduce by where the groom is employed by structions- received through one
The two hours entertainment
fully molded and fitted to the parts entering service will
of
this
year's
project
lessons.
under heat Whith gives a perfect fit that much the delay in entering the Life of
She
Insurance
Georgia
with
pictures "Out of This
Ind satisfaction.
wore a navy crepe dress which World"
by Lowell Thomas, Jr..
Large and diffretalt ruptures follow- a profession or other vocation for Co.
lent itself well to the white car- was
operations especially solicited.
which college training is preIn
one of the most interesting Value throughout—and 'Easy to own —
nations while her face was all a- features
Po not overlook this opportunity if
requisite."
And Tire Company
of the entire
MISS DeMYER
yon want gratifying results. pinning
program. liberal trade-in, easy terms. See it now,
glow with memories of a week And
11 models —$124.95—$179.95.
• PHONE 401 •
address P. O. Box 6233 H. 3.21chigen
then there
HOSTESS
TO
were
so
many
spent in Lexington as she told an things
St Station,Indianapolis 1, Ind.'
of intgrest that have not
—GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY— BRIDGE CLUB
BENNETT ELECTRIC 205 Commercial Ave.
attentive group of twenty-four even
been mentioned in this art217 Maln
Fulton
Miss Andy DeMyer entertain- members and three visitors about icle.
ed the members of the Thursday the 1951 Farm and Home Week
night bridge club at her home on program, which was held in the
new Memorial Coliseum
FOR THIRTY YEARS
with —GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—
Fourth Street.
QUALITY AND SERVICE
Mrs. Thomas Maddox, Mrs. fifteen hundred seating capacity.
Mrs. Mount praised the InterHugh Mac McClellan of Kansas
have been our first consideration; yet funerals as low as
$99.50
City, Miss Jean Atkins and Mrs. national Farm Youth Exchange.
are always a part of our service.
W. H. Sewell were visitors to the There were five boys and girls
new drugs or old fail to stop
•
there, who had been sent to Eng- When
club.
your cough or chest cold
delay.
High score prize went to WS. land, France, Sweden and Switz- Creomulsion contains onlydon't
safe, helpThomas Mahan and Mrs. Sewell erland where they had spent ful, proven ingredients and no narsome time in rural areas exchang- cotics to disturb nature's process. It
won second.
TELEPHONE
The hostess
served a lovely ing ideas in Homemaking
and aid right to the scat of the trouble to
snaturesoothe and ncal raw, ten.
A durable, clear finish resistant
salad plate and Coca-Colas to the Agriculture, who took part in a dcr,
inflamed
bronchial
membranes.
to water, alkali and
guests. Members playing were: round table discussion led by Miss Guaranteed to please you
or druggist
The best ambulance service at any hour, day or night_
alcohol. Will not /
Mesdames Clyde
Williams, Jr., Edythe Lacy of the
University. refunds money. Creomulsion has stood
Joe Treas, Morgan Omar, Fred These young people said that the test of many millions of users.
discolor printed
Air-conditioned chapel.
Hornra, Stanley Jones„ Thomas wherever they went they were
linoleum.
—MEMBER_
Mahan and Misses Helen
King asked if the American
people CREO
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASSN.
Cout:to, Chest Colt Acute Broachitia
were as nice as they. Since these
and Mary Homra.
boys and girls returned to America, about two months, they have
MRS. BILLY GILBERT
ENTERTAINED WITH
PINK AND BLUE SHOWER
ft

'60 YEAR 'ROUND
irse7it Illeadquartell FINISH U-K IN 3

FOR WOMEN

RUPTURE

•

WI

Qui
are 01
seriou
Mr.
spent
near I
Weatt
and J
to Col
high •
ing.
Mr.
spent
with I
Bettie
store.
Mr.
and cl
rude
with 1
son ar
Mr.
visitec
day e

Acc
V

11 I!,
Ping.
Is Ii -

CITY ELECTRIC

Tough, long lasting
linoleum varnish

Better Cough Relief

WATERSPAR

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

VARNISH

7

7

De

MULSION

FULTON PAINT AND GLASS COMPANY

Mrs. B. R. Moss
entertained '
Mrs. Billy Gilbert with a pink and
blue 'shower Friday night at her
home on Cleveland Avenue.
Games and Contests were enjoyed with Mrs. Louis Patrick,
Mrs. Eugene Ear dand Mrs. Bessie Gilbert winning prizes.
A party plate with Coca-Colas
were served to the following
guests: Mesdimes Bard, Patrick,
Gilbert, Robert Taylor, Gilbert
Bowlin, J. T. Green, Harlan Cravens, Newton Smith, Bailey Rol, erts, -Mac Ryan, Junior Johnson
and Lyndol Hicks.
Mrs. Margaret Bard and Mr,
Ray Rose sent gifts but did rt.'
attend.

Paints— Glass — Wall Papers

210 CHURCH STREET

PHONE 909

Particular People
refer
ARISIAN

CAYCE HOMEMAKERS
ENJOY MEETING
WITH MRS. SOVVELL

LAUNDRY — CLEANERS

DRY CLEANED
CLOTHES FOR A
GOOD IMPRESSION!
Clean clothes always make the best impression! Smooth pleats or sharp crease
- - - carefully cleaned clothes are a
mark of neatness, cleanliness ... trait*
that rate high with all! Put your best
suit forward - - - Dry clean often!

PHONE 14

The Cayce
Homemakers enjoyed another very
interesting
lesson on "Storage" ,given by
Mrs. W. B. Sowell and Mrs.
Chester Wade February 23 in the
Sowell home.
'' They ex'plained
eight guides
for keeping everything in its
place and demonstrated closet accessories and fixtures explaining
their use. Pictures were displayed
on storage centers.
There were fourteen members
and one visitor who enjoyed the
sumptuous noon day meal.
Mrs. Billie McGehee gave a report on Farm and Home Week
and expressed her thanks to the
club for sending her as their delegate.
Mrs. Sowell conducted the recreation which consisted of two
very
interesting
contests and
singing of several songs.
The March meeting will be in
the home of Mrs. Lyle Shuck on
_4the 23rd.

the call is for
Kentucky Straight Bourbon
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WATCH FOR IT!
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SOURION

WHISKEY
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CARTOON — SERIAL

Wed.-Thurs.

Straight from Kentucky
4 Years Old

,V14.
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EVi1
5140
Fl

ROCKY LANE

"I'd Climb The
Highest Mountain"

WHEN STRENGTH IS PRICELESS
$5,600,000 ice damage yielding to 9-state
Telephone Teamwork
Wide areas of the South have learned first-hand
what it means to have a strong Telephone Company when disaster strikes.
The recent ice storm dealt a giant blow to porBens of five Southern states. For telephone facilities, it was the worst ice storm in history. Telephone poles and wires snapped under the weight
c'S. tons of glittering ice. Eighty-seven thousand
telephones and 3,174 Long Distance circuits
were knocked out, and 181 communities
isolated.
While ice still sparkled on the magnolias, the
Telephone team swung into action. From all nine
Southern -Bell states, repair crews, cable, wire and
poles were swiftly assembled. By rail, truck and
plane they came, as skilled Telephone repairmen
worked around the clock.
That's the kind of resources and teamwork it
takes when nature goes on the rampage. It cuts
weeks off the time it takes to restore service. And
that's mighty important as the Nation mobilizes
for Defense.

••••

WHERE
OLD MAN
WINTER
STRUCK
JAN. 31

FLA.
1700 Extra Men and Trainloads of Material
More than 1700 extra men from outside
the affected areas were rushed in to help repair
the damage.
They took 225 trucks and other vehicles.
Materials
rushed in from Western Electric soopty
centers
included 14,;',00 poles, 17,400 cram-s
und 18,700
miles of wire.

It's good to know that whenever such disaster
comes your way, an abundance of help—from
other states if needed—won't be far behind. It's good, too, that
regardless
of where a Bell Telephone man comes from, the tools, the
materials
and methods he'll work with arc the same as those he uses
back home
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
COMPANY
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the Mission Saturday evening.
ed Mr. and Mrs. N. W. Gunter
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks and 1Friday night.
visited Mr. Hicks' mother, ,
WEST STATE LINE the sick list of a rash but is bet-.Edna
Mr. and Mrs. Junicr Cruce and
Mrs. Jocie Hicks on the Hickman
ter at this writing.
Ronnie visited Mr. and Mrs. Rol).
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
•
Highway awhile Sunday evening.
Ed
ert Myers and Ruth Ann Tuesday
Thompson and Robert, John
Quite a few of our community
Mts. Hicks is 87 years old.
" night.
are on the sick list but none are Thompson and Edgar Grissom
Mrs. Charlie Phillsp visited her 1
were
in
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
Mayfield Thursday
at- brother and family, Mr. and
serious.
Mrs. Ronnie visited Mr. and
tending the tobacco sales.
Mr. Eugene Fortner and their
Mrs. EarnMr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom John
new lest Owseltin,dgy
selling his tobacco.
night.
daughter in Fulton Sunday.
spent Sunday with her parents,
Richard
Cr
Ad
Jack
children.
Yancey of
Dyersburg . Mr. ar.d Mrs. Vance Hicks and
near Clinton, Mr. and Mrs. W. N.
Martha and Ted of Chicago are
Weatherford and sons, Wallace spent Monday night with Mr. and Edna, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Philvisiting
friends and relatives.
Phillips and sons, lips and son, Robert spent awhile ,
and James. Also they drove over Mrs. Charlie
Mrs. Cruce is in the hospital reCharles and Robert.
Monday night with Mr. and Mrs.
to Columbus park and saw
the
covering from an accident.
Mr. and Mts. Charles Hicks and Edgar Giissom.
high water which is slowly risson, Steve Edwin of Paducah
ing.
CAYCE NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Hillman Collier spent the weekend with their
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ROCK SPRINGS
Clarice Bondurant
Vance
spent awhile Sunday
afternoon Hicks,
Edna
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nettie
Copelen
Lee
- The Womens Christian Service
with Mr. Collier's
aunt, Mrs.
Claude Taylor and Joy.
Bettie Willlains near
Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Snow and di Cayce Methodist Church held
Kingston
Mrs. Lewis Thompson
store.
spent Glen Ray visited awhile Sunday their monthly meeting at
the
Friday
afternoon with Mrs. John afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Bob home of Mrs. Murrell Jeffress
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson
Thompson
and Mrs. Ida Pegram. Veatch and family.
with Mrs. Chester Wade as coand children, John M. and Gertrude of Paducah spent Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Elmore Copelen hostess last Thursday evening.
Willis Howard Hicks of Paduwith Mr. and Mrs. John Thomp- cah spent the weekend with his and family spent Sunday with nice program was rendered and
son and Mrs. Ida Pegram.
parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Vance her-parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. refreshments were served carrying out the George Washington
Green.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Grissom Hicks and Edna.
visited little Linda Collier SunCharles Williams HardiEon is motifs.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Moore and
day evening. Linda has been on grandson, Jerry Wayne Roberson, on the sick list.
Miss Carmalle Cloys of Milan,
George H ett is some better at Tenn., spent the weekend
ttended church at the Mission
with
this
time. He is able to be visiting Miss Caroline Scearce.
,turday eveninz.
Accurate
his daughters, Mrs. Percy Veatch
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Cullum of
Mr. and Mrs. Odie Leigh and and Mrs.
Herchel Elliott.
St. Louis, Mo., spent the weekWORKMANSHIP
r;mddaughter of Rives spent
Several from this community 2nd with the letters
parents, Mr.
At Low Ccst ,Lintlay with her sister, • Mrs. attonded tbe pot luck supper held and Mrs. R. C.
Powell and Mr.
''ary Collier and children, Cam- at
Watches, (locks and Time
the Crutchfield School Tuesday and Mrs. E. C. Moseley. Mr.
Poyen, Don, Dickey and little Lin- night.
Pieces of All Kinds Accurateell is in Haws Clinic. We wish
ly Repaired at Low Cost byMr. and Mrs. Eugene Moore and for h:m a,speedy recovery.
Jim Olive has been right sick. baby of Fulton visited awhile
Mrs. W. A. Clark of Detroit,
ANDREWS
We hope him a speedy recovery. Thursday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Michigan, is visiting Mrs. Octavia
I Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton Pressie Moore and family.
Jewelry Company
Wall and Joe B., having been
I and children attended church at
Mrs. Ora Elliott spent Thursday called to attend the
funeral
of
•
afternoon
-with
Mrs.
John
Mcher grand mother, Mrs. Medel,
Isims•Vs
Clanahan.
ine Barnett.
" Miss Shirley Henderson spent
Mrs. Paul Leine and baby of
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Charleston, West
Va., is visiting
Elmoore Copelen and family.
Mrs. Octavia Wall and Joe
B.
Martha Kay Copelen was hon- and attended the
funeral of her
ored at her home with a party on grand mother,
Mrs. Madeline
her tenth birthday February 24. Barnett.
Refreshments of cold
drinks, Mrs. Bert Gassoway of Arlingsandwiches and cake were served ton, Ky., spent
the weekend with
to the following guests: Mafgaret her sister, Mrs.
Glenn Covington
Ann and Betty Cana0, Beverly and Mr. Covington.
Ann Elliott. Shirley and
June
Mrs. Madeline, Barnett passed
Henderson, Joyce and Rita Carol away at the
home
Hardison. James William Green, ter, Mrs. Octavia of her daughWall Saturday
Barbara Ann and Scarlet Turner morning. Funeral
services were
and Ida Jane Finch.
held at the Cayce
Methodist
Mr .and Mrs. Billy Green and !Church Monday
son of Martin spent Saturday :a. m. Services morning at 10:30
were held by Rev.
night and Sunday with Mr. and , L. E. Shaffer,
burial in Cayce
Depot Street
"Buck Bushart"
Fulton Mrs. Elmoore Copelen.
'• cemetery. Mrs. Barnett was
May Veatch visited Nicky Mc- Cayce's oldest
citizen, being 95
Clanahan Saturday.
years old. She was loved by all
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Byrd spent who knew
her and will be missed
Sunday afternoon ;with Mr. and by her friends
and loved ones.
Mrs. Bob Veatch and family.
' Mrs. Wilson Fowler entertained the members of her Sunday
School Class Saturday afternoon
'at her home near here, honoring
Joyce CRLICe
Miss
Mr. and Mrs. itener Pannell. day. Wanda Burns's 12th birthThose present
were: Judy
• CONVENIENT SCHEDULES
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and
Ronnie visited Mr. and Mrs. Les Jeffress, Jimmie Williams, Clara
• AMAZINGLY LOW FARES
McMurry, Edward Carl Johnson.
Croce.
•
,
..ns,
de
LOS ANGELES . . .
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Tanner. Mr. Annelle and Bettie Glynn.Fowler,
40 6195 and Mrs. O'Neill Tanner visited Eddie Moseley and the honoree,
SAN FRANCISCO
Jones was a
SAN DIEGO . .
visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Myers. and Patricia
U, S. Tss C atrsi
'Games were played after which
Ruth Ann Sunday.
hambergers
and
UNION BUS STATION
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce and ;sandwiches,
'Pepsi-Colas and cherry pie were
Ronnie were supper guests
of
Rh and ('arr tits.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther
Pannell I served.
TELEPHONE 44
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Clark '
Fulton Route One
were dinner guests of Mr. and
Sue Clark
by
Mrs. Junior
Cruce and Ronnie
Misses Shelby and
VII•ginia
Monday.
Clark visited Mr. and Mrs. N. F.
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Hutchison, Wilkerson
Saturday.
Billie and Gene spent Saturday
James Parrott and Edmund
night with Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Garrette of Palmersville
visited
Hutchison and Jerry.
Miss Sue Clark Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Junicr Cruce and
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronnie. Mr. and Mrs. Les Cruce
0. G. Clark were: Mr. and Mrs.
were dinner
guests of Mr. and Johnny
Elder and children of
Mrs. Earl Hutchison and Jerry
Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Giffin
Sunday.
of Fulton, Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Baker and
Cruce and son of Fulton
and
Vicky of Martin visited Mr. and
Miss Aline Wilkerson of Fulton.
Mrs. Junior
Cruce and Ronnie
Webb Walker and mother visitSunday afternoon.
ed Mr. and Mil Herbert Howell
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest Owseley
and Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Howell
and Elm Gunter visited Mr. and Sunday.
Mrs. Joe Brockwell of McConnell
Mrs. Jack Underwood and little
Sunday.
daughter, Maitha Jean
visited
Mrs. Elm Gunter spent a few
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Cook Sunday
days last week wit hher sister
afternoon.
and family. Mr. and Mrs. Earnest
Owseley.
Thirty-five hundred farm pee.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Clark
spent the weekend with Mr. and pie lose their lives in fires every
13UVERr
•CREAMCASH
POULTRY
•
EGGS
•
Mrs. Walter
Weaver of Water year and thousands are injured
for life. Lightning accounts for
i:Phootz,
Valley.
Mr. and Mrs. Hoyt Giffin visit- most farm fires.
-
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DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE

Fulton Route Fou-

411.

STILL SELLING AT THE SAME OLD PRICES!

Plate Glass Mirrors
We still have a few good numbers
in Venetian, plain or frame styles,
in oblong, oval or circular shapes.'
The framed mirrors are available
in Walnut, Mahogany or gilt, and

$7.95 to $24.95
NOTE: GOVERNMENT HAS BANNED CIVILIAN USE OF
ALUMINUM? After April 1st our government has prohibited
the use of aluminum in most civilian products. Make your selections NOW from our adequate stocks, and don't delay. Don't
be one of those who may have to go without!
PERCOLATORSAll electric
Six - Cup

ANNOUNCEMENT

NC.
,
\
S.0

$1.00

ANGEL FOOD CAKE
PANS

$1.50

1.00

SAUCE PANS

25c

JELLO MOLDS

STEWERS

56c

-and many other miscellaneous

COOKIE SHEETS

$1.00

household utensils. Shop today

BUN WARMERS

$1.95

-DON'T DELAY.

RING CAKE PANS

49c
5c and 10c

MUMiNUM VENETIAN BLINDS ARE STILL AVAILABLE
as long as our supplier's stock lasts!
Call us for

FREE ESTIMATES ON YOUR NEEDS
-All Blinds are custom-built-

24-HOUR RADIO REPAIR SERVICE
In today, out tomorrow. Complete line of tubes, parts, etc.
All work guaranteed.

THIS WEEK'S HIT PARADE ON RECORDS
POPULAR:

HILLBILLY:

BLUES

1. Tennessee Waltz

I. Sbotgurr Boogle

T. Teardrops from my eyes

2. My heart cries for you

2. There's been a change
in me

2. Bad, Bad Whisky

3. Golden Rocket
4. I'm Movin' On

3. Please send me someone
to love

3. If
4. Be My Love
5. You're Just in Love
6. The Rovin' Kind
'7. So Long

"TioSaY

$1.95

cast aluminum

WASH PANS

PUCE 51TRINGC 4. 4PIDY TOMZIll

134'FULTON.RY.

MUFFIN PANS,
$6.95
$3.50

TEA KETTLES, 5-qt.

REYHOUND

cA6TOM7I k CREAM STATION

in different sizes. Remember - - no advance in prices; no substitution of quality! See US for your
mirrors.

S. Penny a Kiss, Penny a
Hug.
9. Harbor Lights
10. It is no secret

5. I love you a thousand
ways.
6. If you've got the money.
I've got the time
7. Hot Rod Race
8. Moanin' the blues
9. May the Good Lord
Bless and keep you.
10. Tennessee Waltz

1-1EAD WAS' IN
714( CLOUDS

T. Black Night
5. Rockin' Blues
6. Anytime, anyplaee,
anywhere.
7. Lost Love
8. Little Red Rooster
9. Red s Boogie
10. Telephone Blues

about
LIARD
ORAN°

\\:

whiskey

LA

•
(RI%

iol

A GOOD

Uniformly
Fine
Since 1869"

COMPANION!

Now, under this famous brand name,
you can get fine quality Kentucky
Straight Bourbon Whiskey [White
Label] as well as popular Kentucky
Whiskey-A Blend [Yellow Label].

Both
65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS

93 PROOF

THC:13_OND AND LILLARD COMPANY, LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

. . . in high exuberance over
the service she got at City
repair department!
Electric
Try us and you'll see why!

(ITY
EL(TI(
-SALES 8, SE VICE
IF iri* tiECTRIC- VF ctaN FIXIT
critow 4 1••205 COMMERCIAL AVE.

FULTON ELECTRIC
& FURNITURE Co.
Phone 100

Ernest Lowe, Mgr.

Fulton, Yj.

New Location .... 217 East Fourth Street
'mass,

and Mrs. Robert Rogers and family visited the Johnny Rogers
Ernest Lowe spent a few days family near Woodland Mills Sunbusi- day afternoon.
in Memphis last week on
ness.
Mrs. L. D. Mayhall spent SunKenMrs. Mary Underwood has re- day night and Monday in
Leonturned from Memphis where she ton with her daughter, Mrs.
spent twelve days in the Baptist',ard Finch.
treatments for I Mr. and Mrs. Algie Hay visited
Hospital taking
eyes. She is with her daughter, Mrs. Emma Mann and Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Roach on the Martin Mrs. Hugh LeCornu in Riceville
Sunday afternoon.
Highway.
Mr. and, Mrs. Bob DeMyer, Mrs.' Mrs. Mottle Rogers is spending
her
Harmon a week in Memphis with
Christine Pierce and
k were Sunday gusts of Mr. and daughter, Mrs. Jack Raymond
and family.
Mrs. Ben Jones near Ruthville.
Jim Lowe of Fulton visited in
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Foster of
near IThion City were Saturday Pierce Thursday afternoon.
of
Lucreia Little, daughter
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Bennett, is
Vickery.
Mr:and Mrs. Ernest Lowe, Mr. able to be in school after being

I

PIERCE NEWS

TOP

QUALITY

1

PURE BRE

in Haws Clinic several days last 'Minon spent Thursday in Dyers-' Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fulcher, Page 8—The Fulton News—Friday, March 2, 1951
Route 4, are the parents of an
burg shopping.
week,
eight pound boy born February
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Brown of
26.
Hickman spent Sunday afternoon
HELLO WORLD
niece,' Mrs. Albert
wit htheir
Mr,, and Mrs. James Nahors of
of
Dr. and Mrs. Tom Curtis
Mayhall.
an '
Memphis are the parents•of a six Fulton are the parents of
All Sizes! First Quality! Popular Shades!
Mrs. Albert Mayhall spent Sun- pound, four
ounce girl,
ounce
daughter. *eight pound, eight
day night and Monday in Union Nancy Susan, born February 24. Randa Lynn, born February 25 at
City with her mother, Mrs. 011ie
Mrs. Curtis is the former Betty Ilaws Hospital.
Walker.
Jane Cannon of Fulton.
, Mr. and Mrs. Francis (Wick)
Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Lowe and
Full-fashioned; made of DuPont nylon
Mr. aryl Mrs. Douglas Webb, • Smith announce the birth of a
William Long were in Union City Route 2, announce the birth of a seven pound son born February
Irregulars
Tuesday shopping.
.
15 Denier-51 Gauge
seven pound, twelve ounce girl 26 at the Fulton Hospitat.
Lowe was out of born February 24 at Haws HosJoe Royce
school two days last week on ac- pital.
—GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY—
count of illness.
(Prices good until present stocks exhausted)
We welcome Mr. and Mrs. Horace Davidson, who moved to the
Wyatt Hall farm. Also Mr. and
from Salem,
Mrs. Bud Boulton
Oregon, who moved to the Leon
I ulton. FtN
Main Street
Boulton place.
at
Nice crowds are reported
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
prayer meetings at Chapel Hill
March 43
on Wednesday nights and Thursday night at Johnson's Grove.
Mrs. Luster Mayhall and Mrs.
Lillie McRee and Mrs. Harold Mc-

DuPont Nylon Hosiery
$1.25 PER PAIR $1,00 PER PAIR

Forrester's Shoe Shop
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waa PAUL KELLY. ELSA LANCHESTER • JOHN EMERY• A UNIVERSAL INTERNAT:OM FICTUI
MIDNIGHT SHOW SATURDAY
DOORS OPEN 11:30

FURNITURE

FERTILIZERS
CALL US TODAY AND-BE ASSURED
OF A.SUPPLY OF THE BEST.

Hatches off each
Monday and
Wednesday

- - SEE - -

SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
March 4-5-6

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.

EARLY CHICKS are-usually the best layers and money makers — Don't wait; place your orders now for early delivery.

The tinniest new idea en film since "FRANCIS!"74 7\
77—

ORDER A LOAD OF COAL NOW and be pre-

Ite
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pared when the cold March winds blow.

RONALD REAGAN • DIANA LYNN
UM SLUM•ESE 5511.v'
,
cr.,..- 45 BONZ0111,

FULTON HATCHERY
STATE LINE STREET
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FOR BEST FARM YIELDS

MARCH 3
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PHONE 48.;

207 Church St.

Phone 35

CITY COAL CO.
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March 7-8

Complete Stocks

FULTON, KY.
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YOUR EASTER SM.
Buy Now on-Layaway ... Tailored Values
In Your Choice of Style, Fabric, Color—
$1

and

a41

Spring '51's favorite suit beauties are Catra rayon
gabardines with guaranteed rayon linings . . .
your choice in navy, black, beige, toast, red. gray
... sizes 9 to 15, 10 to 20, 28 to 44. Tiered or tab
pockets, notch collars,
‘ flange shoulders and button
trimmed.

A small
payment
places your
choice in our
layaway ...
pay balance
in small
amounts.
By Easter
your Purchase
will be paid
in full. No
extra cost
or interest.

Styled in All Wool Coverts,
All Wool Suedes, Gabardines

McDADE'S STILL OFFER YOU

LINO EUM
9 X 12 MANTEX LINOLEUM

RUGS

•The New Pyramid Styles
• With Push-up Sleeves
• Batton Trim, Belted Back
• Flared Effects ...
•in Junior, Misses Sizes
• Navy, Red, Toast, Beige
• White, Green, Gray, Maise
• Pink, Aqua, Blue

Armstronc! or Gold Seal

GIRLS' COATS AND TOPPERS

YARD GOODS,9-FT. WIDTH
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Styled in All Wool Coverts, All Wool Diagonals,
All Wool Basket Were, Crease Resistant Gabardine

$10

"and
d

—none higher! In each price range your choice in sizes 3 to
6: and 7 to 14 ... fitted and boxy styles and trims of rayon
cheeks and plaids, irotton
haws end buttons. Solid
color navy, red, green and toast, also checas,
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85c Per Running Foot
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12-FOOT WIDTHS
per running foot.
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FURNITURE COMPANY
FULTON, KENTUCKY

319-23 Walnut

Phone 905

—GI

